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I. Reading Comprehension (12 Marks) 	
12 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

Kuwait University is a modern place in Kuwait. It is one of the best universities in the 

Arab countries. It is in Kuwait City. It has six big buildings . We study there after we finish 

school. We can choose the subjects we like. We can study Science, English , Maths or 

Arabic. Studying in the university is not easy. We should study well and read a lot of books. 

In the university , there are many big libraries We can find a lot of books there. We should 

also use computers in our studies to find useful information. 

A) Choose the best answer from a ,b ,c and d (4 x 3= 12) 

1- The best title for this passage is ................. 

a) Life in Kuwait 
	

b) Kuwait University 
c) School subjects 
	

d) Useful information 

2- The underlined word "there "in line 5 refers to the ........................... 

a) libraries 
	

b) universities 
c) countries 
	

d) buildings 

3- We study in the university after we ...........school. 

a) fimd 
	

b) want 
c) read 
	

d) finish 

4- Studying in the university is ...............So, we should study well. 

a) easy 
	

b) big 
c) difficult 
	

d) modem 
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II. Language form & meaning (15 Marks) 

A) Vocabulary (9 Marks) 

Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c and d : (30 =9 Marks) 

5- We always have lunch together at the ................. 

a) storybook 
	

b) car light 
c) mobile phone 
	

d) dining room 

6- Ahmad could not sleep well yesterday because the bed was ................. 

a) icy 
	

b) easy 
c) uncomfortable 
	

d) dark 

7- My father will ...................a new house for us in Salmiya.. 

a) build 	 b) blow 
c) clear 	 d) think 

* 

B) Grammar (6 Marks) 

Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c and d:(3x2=6 Marks) 

8 - If it is windy, we should .....................home quickly. 

a) goes 
	

b) went 
c) going 
	

d) go 

9 - My mother is not upstairs. She might ....................in the kitchen. 

a) be 	 b) is 
c) are 	 d) am 

10 - I cannot wear these trousers. They are ...............short. 

a) too 	 b) enough 
c) much 	 d) more 
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Ill. Writing (13 Marks) 	::IIIII;IIIII: 
A: Write a short paragraph of 5 sentences about( Kuwait in the past) with the help of 
guide words : (lOmarks) 

Ideas! 
Paragraphing 
/ layout  

Spelling - 
Grammar 

Handwriting 
Punctuation 

Total 

6 2 2 10 

(In the past - houses - electricity - paraffin lamps - men - sea - fish) 

Kuwait in the past 

1••..........................................................  

B) Spe1linfli 

Fill in the missing letters in each word : (3x1=3 Marks) 
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